Excessive Flower Availability At Hazeltine

Because of hosting the U.S. Open Championship this summer, we are faced with some rather unique situations pertaining to resources and products we must have for a short period of time.

Part of the preparation of such an event involves additional landscaping and annual flower plantings over and above what we do normally. We will not be able to re-use all the plant material; we simply cannot accommodate over 10,000 annual plants.

Therefore, we are looking for interested parties that we can re-sell or barter these plants to. All plants are potted and will not have been taken out of the pots for our purposes. The pots will be available after June 17, 1991; most are in 4 1/2" size.

We will be able to offer these annual plants well below wholesale market prices. Below is a sample plant list and approximate quantity:

- White Nicotiana: 2300
- Dusty Miller: 1500
- Ageratums: 1400
- Blue Pansy: 1900
- Yellow Celosia: 1100
- Red Verbena: 1100
- Orange Pansy: 800
- Miscellaneous in smaller quantities

For further information call 448-3626.